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Delinquent Loan Manager  
  

  

 Bundle Overview    
 Don’t let your guard down simply because loan delinquencies have recovered in recent times, they  are 

always lurking to play havoc with your sound administrative practices. Keep delinquent loans  from 

creating new problems. Hold onto the balances in related deposit accounts by locking out  unwanted 

debit transactions automatically. Conversely, automatically cover delinquent loan  payments from 

other non-retirement deposit accounts related to the loan.   
   

Together, these apps allow you to automatically act to uphold your fiduciary responsibility and  

protect bank assets.     

 

The Delinquent Loan Manager Bundle contains the following DNAapps:  
   

• Collections Optimizer  

• Delinquent Management Holds  

• Deposit Account Lockout  

• Delinquent Loan Lockout  
  

  
  

 Collections Optimizer  
  

The Collections Optimizer app transfers funds from non-retirement deposit accounts (referred to throughout as Donor 
 

accounts) to satisfy delinquent loan accounts (referred to as the Recipient accounts) of a person or organization.  Runtime 
parameters are used to define which accounts are eligible for processing based on product type and related  account roles.   
  
  

  Delinquent Management Holds  
  
This application assigns management holds to deposit accounts where an individual has a specific role relationship and one or   
more of their loan accounts has been delinquent beyond a specified number of days. When the loan is no longer delinquent, the   
application releases the hold from the deposit account(s). Runtime parameters define which accounts are eligible for processing   
based on product type, related account roles and minimum number of days delinquent. In case of partial payments, the application   
will release the existing hold amount and apply the new hold equal to the amount that is due.   
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Deposit Account Lockout  
  
This DNAapp will place a lockout on any deposit account owned by a person or organization that has a delinquent loan. The 
application will also inactivate the flag when the loan is brought current. The Batch program also places a lockout flag on the 
deposit accounts that have the balance less than that defined at the product level and when the balances are no longer below the 
minimum the lockouts will be removed, provided the owner does not have a delinquent loan. Runtime parameters are used to 
define which accounts are eligible for processing based on product type, past due days and the „Yes/No‟ flag for Minimum balance.  
  

Benefits:  

  
This application helps financial institutions improve collections on delinquent loans by helping to control access to deposit accounts 

whose owners have a delinquent loan or fail to meet minimum balance requirements. The application places a lockout on deposit 

accounts owned by a person or organization with a delinquent loan or with a balance lower than the minimum required for the product. 

The application also removes the lockout when the minimum balance is met or delinquency is resolved.    
  

Delinquent Loan Lockout  
  
This DNAapp creates a lockout flag on past due loan accounts and removes the lockout flag when the account becomes current 
again.   
  

  

  

  

  

DNAapp Bundles    
DNAapp bundles are purchased the same  

way as regular  DNAapps and, like regular 

DNAapps, are available to “try before you  

buy” for 60 days.  

  

 


